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DUTY. 

THE phrase " I feel it my duty to do this" must often have 
passed the reader's lips. It suggests the question " Why do 
you feel it your duty ?" The present paper attempts an answer. 
It attempts to explain the origin of the sentiment of duty. To 
feel a duty implies at least three things: , (i) that a service is 
claimed from us; (2) that we feel the force of the claim; (3) 
that a certain effort is necessary to perform the service. The 
first of these implications needs no explaining; every dic- 
tionary attaches some connotation of service to the word 
duty. The second implication is the correlative of the first. 
No obligation can be imposed save on one by whom the obli- 
gation can be felt. The third may raise a momentary ques- 
tion. But if we think of it, the element of constraint which 
is implied in obligation and service is traceable in duty. On 
the other hand, where there is perfect devotion and perfect 
love, there is no feeling of constraint, no sense of subjection. 
In like manner, a being of perfect nature, free from our human 
infirmities, cannot be conceived as under duty. To this aspect 
of duty, as a principle always infected by transitoriness and 
imperfection, we will return by and by. Just at present we 
will give our attention to the two other aspects,-the call upon 
our service and our response. The questions to be answered 
are two: (I) What is it that claims our service? (2) Why do 
we feel an obligation to pay heed to the claim? 

There is an immense variety in the actions to which a sense 
of obligation is attached. We speak of duty to a master, to 
parents, to one's neighbors and fellow-workers, to society, to 
the lower animals, to art or science, to ourselves, to God. In 
this multiplicity of duties, a common principle is not, at first 
sight, evident. But we shall get help by a little classification. 
A moment's consideration shows that they arrange them- 
selves into two groups, which may be distinguished as " Per- 
sonal Duties" and " Impersonal Duties," in other words, as 
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duties connected and disconnected respectively with deference 
to a personal superior. 

One of the plainest cases of personal duty is that of a child 
to wise and sympathetic parents. Here we find in their most 
unqualified form all the elements of superiority,-social sta- 
tion, strength, wisdom, and virtue. We see the same sort of 
personal duty or loyalty in forms less pure in the relation of 
master to servant, soldier to officer, tribesman to chief, and 
workman to employer. In all these varieties we may find 
one or more of those elements of superiority that determine 
the service and obedience of a good son to a good father. 

The personal form of duty is the most natural of all, and 
the essential features of duty in general are traceable in it. If 
we can get to understand this kind of duty, we shall not have 
much trouble with any other. We will, therefore, examine 
this feeling of deference and obligation of the inferior towards 
the superior, which we see in the workshop and the army, the 
family and the tribe, and in society at large. 

The sort of character which in a high degree commands 
respect is one in which the qualities of eminent wisdom and 
virtue are found combined. Either quality will ensure a cer- 
tain respect separately; but then one of them can hardly 
attain a high pitch apart from the other. True wisdom and 
righteousness are related more or less as theory to practice; 
and so their combination in one character is natural and 
probable, if not strictly necessary. Now, in explaining the 
respect which one shows to a very good man, we shall prob- 
ably all admit that it is mainly an unselfish respect. The most 
cynical observer will not contend that we venerate a charitable 
disposition merely from a recollection of benefits received and 
an expectation of benefits to come. No doubt in many minds 
this selfish feeling does find a place. But in the main our atti- 
tude is what it purports to be, a disinterested admiration for a 
high type of character. It is often manifested towards per- 
sons from whom no material benefits can possibly be received, 
such as the saints and martyrs of the early Christian Church. 

But the fact to be noted is that we do not stop at a passive 
admiration. When we come into personal relation with a 
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very good man, the mere contact produces in us a sort of 
obligation towards him. We feel that he is higher than we 
are, aind his superiority carries with it a certain domination. 
We feel bound to treat him with tenderness and deference, not 
to slight his counsel, to defend him against wicked men, to be 
sympathetic to his calls upon our time and money. 

In cases where to pre-eminent virtue is added pre-eminent 
wisdom, the claim upon us is enormously increased. Such 
men are the heroes and often the saviours of humanity. By 
a truly divine right they call for our allegiance, and the history 
of many a great religious or patriotic enthusiasm proves how 
great an obligation rests upon the rank and file of us to be 
obedient to the call. 

Just as the higher kinds of personal superiority generate, as 
it were, the higher kinds of personal duty, in like manner to 
the lower kinds of superiority correspond lower forms of 
duty. The next source of influence over others which may 
be considered is that which is conferred by intellectual power, 
for there are many kinds of such power other than the su- 
preme kind, wisdom. Foremost among them is penetration 
and rapidity of understanding. A man who comprehends at 
once what is said to him, who in an argument is quick to 
detect a fallacy and distinguish the main issue among irrele- 
vant details, who pierces easily through a mask of pretence, 
and decides rapidly in emergencies, is one who, in modern 
society especially, must exercise a vast power over his fellows. 
This power is much enhanced if he possesses also good judg- 
ment or common sense. 

Now, it is true that such intellectual power has a great 
fighting value. It makes its possessor a very formidable 
enemy. A good deal of the deference which lower natures 
feel for such gifts is very possibly due to fear. But it would 
be wrong to attribute to fear all the respect we feel for such a 
man. A great deal of it is nearer akin to reverence, as for a 
thing which is noble in itself. We may recall the phrase of 
Henry IV. of France respecting his wise Prime Minister 
Sully, " I am proud to serve that man." 

Many of us have probably at some time or other meditated 
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on the nature of discipline, that subtle force which makes a 
troop of men or boys subject their wills to a master. Disci- 
pline no doubt is a very complex thing. Its highest form is 
near akin to reverence for a good and noble character; in its 
lowest form, as among a crew of pirates, it is the child of fear. 
But among average men, and even more among boys, an im- 
portant element of it consists in a respect for mental force, 
above all, the force of rapid and trenchant judgment. With a 
very slight physical backing, a master with this gift can always 
make himself obeyed. 

It is in the disinterested admiration for high intelligence 
that we may find an explanation of a very curious sentiment, 
we mean the sneaking regard one feels for a thoroughly able 
scoundrel, a scoundrel who is not wise, but is certainly clever. 
In real life the instinct and necessity of self-protection is com- 
monly too strong for us, and we look on such men as vermin 
to be hunted down without mercy. But in literature we feel 
more free to indulge a sentimental, half-pitying admiration. 
Who is not rather pleased that Thackeray's Becky Sharp ends 
her days a respected dowager at Cheltenham? and what a 
stroke of art it is that the author of " Treasure Island" lets 
Long John Silver off at the end, and that consummate piratical 
villain escapes the hanging he so richly deserved. 

It is hardly necessary to work through all the various 
sources of personal superiority,-strength of will, consistency 
of habit and purpose, and all the various excellencies of mind 
and temperament. We will go right down the scale to the 
lowest of all, bodily strength. Now in our respect for strength 
there is no doubt a larger element of fear than is connected 
with other kinds of superiority; but even here there is a great 
admixture of disinterested admiration. A strong physique is 
attractive by its manly beauty and marvellous adaptability to 
the needs of human life. We feel the same sentiment in re- 
gard to animals which are well-formed and powerful of their 
kind, even if their strength be of no personal advantage to 
ourselves. The fine proportions and sinewy limbs of a noxious 
beast, a tiger or an eagle, afford us an undoubted pleasure. 

It would be an interesting little study to trace the history of 
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the value set upon bodily strength by successive generations 
of the human race. In barbarous and violent ages it has a 
monstrously exaggerated esteem. Savages almost worship it. 
The Iliad is full of muscular display. At every warlike epoch, 
as that of Napoleon, it seems to rise considerably in popular 
appreciation. In times of false refinement, as in the eighteenth 
century, the cultured world affects to think it brutal. Our 
own Victorian era, along with much rational culture of the 
body, so like the spirit of ancient Greece, has seen a great 
deal of fantastic adoration of mere muscular force, as witness 
many a neo-Homeric rhapsody in Charles Kingsley and others 
since his day. Of those who reverence strength in all its 
forms, Carlyle is the great examplar. His justification is that 
he looks beyond the strong man to the Power who in its 
wisdom made him strong. 

We may say a word or two on the nature of loyalty. It is 
simply personal duty whose object is placed in a position of 
recognized authority. By occupying such a position a man of 
natural superiority greatly increases his claims to our respect 
and obedience. He represents, as far as his office goes, that 
system of subordination which makes civilization and culture 
possible. We are all of us rulers and ruled in some, perhaps 
in several ways; in political life, in business, in the church, or 
in our homes; and though we should be flattering ourselves if 
we claimed that our obedience to pastors and masters is the 
fruit of pure loyalty, unmixed with self-interest or fear; yet it 
is certain that without loyalty and the principles behind it, 
subordination would cease and society would fly into antag- 
onistic units and be destroyed. 

To sum up, we may say that the essential feature in personal 
duty is a recognition of and devotion to a higher personality. 
The superior man by his mere superiority imposes on us a 
claim to serve him, and it is our duty to respond thereto. 
According as the superiority is the more pronounced, and ac- 
cording as its form is worthier, so is its claim on us the more 
stringent, and the more blamable are we if we slight the 
claim. 

We need not linger over what we may call the semi-per- 
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sonal forms of duty,-i.e., those who object is a society or an 
institution. We find in them the same essential features as in 
personal duty. Our sentiment of attachment towards a cor- 
porate body of which we are members is due to more than 
one cause. It is part of the general human instinct of sub- 
ordination. It is a kind of enlightened selfishness, as an 
interest in an association whose welfare involves our own. 
But in its best form it is, in a large measure, the same dis- 
interested devotion to what is excellent that we find in per- 
sonal duty. Take, for example, a scholar's devotion to his 
college. Apart from all selfish interests, it appeals to him as 
an agent in the great work of education. If its work is 
genuine, its claim upon him is high and authoritative. If, as we 
sometimes see, collegiate institutions have grown corrupt and 
learning has given place to sloth, the corporate spirit of the 
members must share the degeneration. 

Having now explained our view of the duty which is con- 
nected with a personal superior, we go onward to those forms 
of it in which no such superior is concerned. It need hardly 
be said that the chief part of our duties is of this latter kind. 
Let a man run over the events of an ordinary day of his life 
and scrutinize all those acts in it which he performs with a 
sense of moral obligation-his acts of charity and self-repres- 
sion, the performances and sacrifices of our daily round-and 
it will be evident that most of them are not done as an homage 
to personal excellence. Take, for example, an ordinary action, 
such as giving money to a man in distress. It may happen 
that we see in the recipient some worth of character that 
imposes on us an obligation to succour him. But more com- 
monly this motive does not operate in us. We are moved to 
give, not because we admire the man, but because neglect of 
his distress would conflict with our moral ideal. 

Here we touch upon the central fact of ethical experience. 
Every one who can be called a moral agent possesses a moral 
ideal, that is, a notion more or less explicit of the sort of con- 
duct which he deems it good to pursue. We call it " ideal" 
for two reasons. In the first place, to mark its difference from 
actuality; it is what we approve rather than what we do. In 
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the second place, because of its concreteness; the ideal re- 
sembles a mental picture or vision rather than an abstract law 
or code of rules. Mere law, indeed, has but little power over 
conduct. What rules us is the concrete imagination or ex- 
ample of a worthy life. 

The faculty of forming a moral ideal was, for convenience' 
sake, omitted in our account of personal duty; but personal 
duty, nevertheless, implies it. Where we are devoted to a 
superior, our devotion is not blind, but, in a measure, critical. 
A dog is faithful to his master by instinct, an idiot imitates 
and submits without discernment. But man admires or 
condemns, approves or disapproves, and his decision is not 
an instinct, but a judgment. This critical attitude on 
the part of rational man implies a criterion, a standard 
by which we measure the personal superior. We recognize 
him as superior in as much as he embodies and exemplifies 
an ideal. 

But if idealization (to give a new meaning to an old term) is 
the primary fact in moral experience, it may be asked why we 
did not put it first in our study of duty. The answer is that 
the order we have followed is that which is natural to a straight- 
forward observer. In the undeveloped stages of moral life, in 
savages and children, the ideal, though it is present and active, 
is not brought plainly before consciousness. It is latent, like 
the sense of grammatical propriety, which makes savages speak 
their language correctly without the formulation of grammati- 
cal rules. Personal duty, then, is the form which historically 
comes first and is most in evidence in the earlier stages. The 
ideal is embodied in a personal form; it is, so to speak, pro- 
jected externally. But as man's mind grows more mature, as 
his habits of reflection grow stronger, the ideal becomes self- 
conscious. Man gets a distinct idea of the sort of life he 
admires and consciously strives towards it. 

We said above that an examination of the personal form of 
duty would probably suggest to us the general principle which 
is at the bottom of duty of every kind. Now the effective 
element in personal duty is a homage to personal excellence. 
But when we come to consider the nature of impersonal duty, 
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we see that impersonal excellence has no less a claim. In 
fact, all duty is a kind of homage or devotion to excellence, 
whether actual in the external world, or ideal and created by 
the mind. 

We may clear and define our conception of the moral ideal, 
if we consider how it works in certain kinds of moral ex- 
perience, for example, where duties conflict. In such cases 
one element in our ideal prompts us to one line of action and 
another element to another. Let us take a concrete example. 
A man meets an innocent fugitive fleeing from his enemies 
and shortly after meets the enemies, who inquire whether the 
fugitive has passed that way. Now we have no interest in 
settling the point of casuistry as to whether a lie is justifiable. 
We merely want to throw light on the moral ideal by pointing 
out what goes on in the man's mind on an occasion like this. 
The man in this dilemma is, let us assume, a good man. The 
character he admires would hate either to tell a lie or to cause 
the death of a fellow-creature. To act up to this character, to 
realize this ideal is necessary to his peace of mind and self- 
respect. In the present case he must sacrifice one element or 
the other. He may nerve himself and do it hardily, but his 
moral sense will none the less feel the shock and pain. 
Readers of Motley may call to mind the case of the cultured 
Dutch nobleman of the days of William the Silent, who after 
a foray against the Spaniards would retire to his chamber and 
curse himself for a plunderer and a butcher. Such was the 
conflict in his mind between humanity and patriotism. 

But it must not be thought that conflict of duties is a rare 
and exceptional thing. It does not often take such extreme 
forms as the foregoing, but milder cases of it occur daily even 
to the quiet citizen. Let a man run carefully over a day's 
experience and he will note that he has had to make quite a 
number of little moral compromises. Our ideal is always 
rather too exacting for our powers. We wish not to neglect 
our studies, and at the same time to cultivate our friends; to 
subscribe to philanthropic objects, but not to fall behind-hand 
with our household expenses. Unfortunately, the various ele- 
ments of the ideal life are apt to stand in each other's way, 
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and we have to adjust and compromise with as little violence 
to the whole as we can. 

A kindred fact, which illustrates the working of the moral 
ideal in our minds, is the different value we place upon different 
duties. A warrior in a savage tribe esteems courage above 
everything. His system of preferences and antipathies is 
dominated by the vision of himself as foremost in fight and 
covered with glory and applause after the victory. To fall 
short of this, to flee in the hour of danger and be mocked by 
the women and slighted by the men when he comes home, is 
to him the most miserable degradation. In ordinary life, too, 
most men have their pet virtue, as most men have their be- 
setting sin. 

What the moral ideal is in any particular man, and what 
the element is which he values most, depends partly on cir- 
cumstances, partly on character. For no man, perfect or im- 
perfect, puts an equal value on all. Some duties, as those of 
formal politeness, are of comparatively slight importance. A 
wise man, therefore, gives them little of his admiration; while 
others, such as charity and truth, bulk largely in his thoughts 
and are indispensable to his conception of a noble character. 

This way of interpreting the varying stringency of various 
duties seems more logical than if we had recourse to the con- 
ception of law. There are many who hold that duty is not, 
as we believe, a homage to excellence, but the offspring of 
some sort of law. In the latter case, as it is evident that some 
duties are less imperative than others (and must give way in 
case of conflict), we must suppose that some moral laws, as 
that of veracity, are to be obeyed most stringently, while 
others, as that of formal politeness, claim only a limited obe- 
dience. But of this varying stringency we ourselves are sole 
judges; and the only ground on which we can judge some 
laws more stringent than others is, that they are more excel- 
lent and enforce a more important principle. In other words, 
we obey them not so much because they are laws, as because 
they embody excellence; which is substantially identical with 
our own position. 

We have now in our explanation of duty got to a point of 
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view from which we see it as a form of appreciation of excel- 
lence. This appreciation is one of the fundamental facts of 
our nature. We cannot in any proper sense explain it; but 
we can show how fundamental it is. In the first place, it is 
near akin to self-preservation. A man's conduct is governed 
by his system of preferences and dislikes. If, therefore, in 
knowledge he admires the ignorant and false, or in action the 
feeble and the blind, or in art the ugly and meaningless, or in 
conduct those characters which degrade and those actions 
which lead to perdition, he himself must go the same evil 
road; he and his race must not only cease to make progress, 
but go backwards and perish. 

All excellence, then, has a native claim on our admiration, 
but that form of it whose claims is best recognized is excel- 
lence of personal character. We must turn to the origins of 
society, if we would understand how rooted in human nature 
is our admiration of a superior man. However low we go 
down the scale of civilization, men are never found living soli- 
tary, but always in groups or societies. Every such group, to 
prosper, to feed itself and defend itself, needs leadership, and 
must appreciate and revere the qualities of the leader. Hero- 
worship is not a sentimental luxury so much as a prime neces- 
sity of social preservation. 

Moreover, all through man's history another influence has 
worked potently in the same direction, the influence of 
woman. Among all races, or almost all, and especially 
among the lowest and the highest, woman has a great share 
in choosing her mate; and her choice is largely determined 
by those solid and valuable qualities which enable a man to 
feed and defend his family. In Tierra del Fuego it is the 
lover who is brave in fight and clever at hunting and fishing 
that prospers in his courtship. In modern England the quali- 
ties may vary, but the principle is the same; and so with all 
the ages and generations that lie between those far-divided 
stages of civilization. Hero-worship is rooted no less in the 
family than in society. 

It is right to bring our appreciation of excellence into con- 
nection with self-preservation and race-preservation; most of 
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the spiritual parts of our nature have historically no more 
exalted origin. But it would be absurd to argue that these 
humble biological formulae are as adequate to the matuner as 
to the earlier stages of our development. The effort towards 
perfection cannot be " reduced" to a mode of the struggle for 
existence. The historical method is a valuable help to ex- 
planation, but it is not an explanation by itself. The mistake 
it makes is to attach too much importance to the forms in 
which a tendency or principle first makes its appearance in 
the world. If we would really comprehend man's apprecia- 
tion of what is true, good, beautiful, and strong, we must not 
limit our study to its lowly biological origins, but survey it 
from the highest point of view which our experience enables 
us to reach. From such a point of view this appreciation is 
an aspect of that general effort of the human soul towards 
greater fulness and more perfect harmony which we see 
active in every stage and every form of our development, and 
growing stronger as we rise in the scale. What the soul 
needs is more life, an experience ever fuller and richer, and 
therefore more free. It is the need of expansion which ani- 
mates us in knowledge and in art, as in conduct; it is the 
criterion of fulness and harmony wherewith we discriminate 
right from wrong, no less than fair from ugly and false from 
true. If these considerations are valid, it is obvious how 
necessary is our appreciation of excellence, and the sentiment 
of duty which is based on it. Man is not a rational and 
artistic creature who also happens to be moral. Art, knowl- 
edge, and morality have not only a common biological origin. 
Spiritually they are all parts of one spring of effort and aspira- 
tion. 

The last aspect of duty of which we must speak is its effort 
and strain. Duty is essentially the service of an imperfect 
nature. Sometimes, imperfect as we are, we reach a higher 
plane. Take as an example the artist's devotion to his art. 
In times of bodily depression, or when the lower nature re- 
volts, or alien interests fill the mind, the call to study and 
create is, one would say, a call of duty. But when the artist 
is at his best his calling is a joy to him. So, too, in cases of 
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personal affection. No man is so happily circumstanced or 
so perfectly natured that the claims of his dearest even never 
tax him. But in those happy moments when love is unalloyed 
by sacrifice, we feel we have transcended the sphere of duty. 
We have passed out of restriction into freedom, out of con- 
flicting claims and interests into harmony, out of compro- 
mise and imperfection into fulfilment. But this good time 
comes seldom and is quickly gone. Human nature is essen- 
tially imperfect, and "Duty" therefore must be our watch- 
word, and subjection and service the natural and permanent 
order of our mortal life. But these moments of freedom, and 
the example of better natures whose devotion brings them 
very nearly at one with the purpose of their task, give us a 
vague comprehension and anticipation of a more perfect state, 
where Duty is swallowed up in Love. 

HENRY STURT. 
BUSHEY, ENGLAND. 

DISCUSSIONS. 

PROFESSOR PATTEN' S THEORY OF SOCIAL FORCES. * 

THE "Theory, etc." says a good deal that is of importance to 
philosophy and to practical ethics and to sociology. Indeed, no 
one ought to leave it unread who is interested in the philosophy 
of the social question and in the historical evolution of that important 
branch of human knowledge called sociology. The sociology of 
to-day still shows traces of its association with the so-calledpositive 
philosophy and with the evolutionary and speculative biology of the 
century. The contents of the " Theory" are doubtless by this 
time fairly well known to many students of the economic and 
social sciences. Its definite contention may be held to be that 
sociology, being a psychological science, or a science of human 
nature rather than a physical science, must be based upon a true 
psychology of the social forces or social instincts of man, but that, 

* "The Theory of Social Forces," Simon N. Patten, Ph.D., Professor of 
Political Economy, University of Pennsylvania. Publications of American 
Academy of Political and Social Science, December 31, 1895. 
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